
Quantitative Methods 1 

6. Bring your pre-tutorial work. 

7. study design changed in 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Displaying Changes over Time 

• Line Chart/Time Series Chart (one stat lots of time points) 
• Clustered Column Chart (2/3 time points with a number of stats) 
• Pie Chart (less common but can be done) 
• Histogram has no gaps between bars unlike column chart since data is in groups (“bins”). 

Percentiles work from bottom to top, ie. The 99th percentile gives the top 1% of students (from ordered statistics). 

Q1=25th percentile Q2(median)=50th percentile Q3=75th percentile      IQR=75th – 25th  

Types of Histogram 

• Negatively/Positively Skewed 
• Symmetric (Normal/Bell Shaped) 
• Uniform (rare) 
• Bimodal (two peaks, unusual) 

 

 

 

 

 

• Just as we have three measures of central tendancy (mean, 
mode and median), we have two measure of variability (Inter-
Quartile Range and Standard Deviation). 
• In order to compare the variability of data on different 
scales, we use the coefficient of variation: 

 

 

 

Correlation 

There are a number of possible relationships as can be seen in 
scatterplots: positive and linear, negative and linear, positive and 
non-linear (rare in this course) or there can be no relationship at 
all. 

 

 



If the covariance is positive, then there is positive (or at least some) 
correlation. Negative implies there is an inverse relationship (one 
decreases as the other increases). Only the correlation can determine how 
strong these relationships are. 

Ie. In the chart on the left, the green and brown sections would have a 
positive covariance since the results are either both above the mean, or both below. Hence, there is a positive 
correlation between the assignment marks and exam marks at these points. 

The magnitude of the covariance is not interpretable as it comes in the 
units of (marks)^2. Thus, we define the correlation in the following way: 

Note: this r value is uninformative 
about whether the relationship is 
linear. 
Values around 0.5 or -0.5, are 
referred to as moderate relationship. 
This correlation suggests there is a 
positive relationship between 
assignment and exam marks.  
⇒ higher assignment marks are 
associated with higher exam marks 

Correlation cannot explain why there is a relationship. 

Probability 

• Random Experiment- A process for which the outcome cannot be predicted with certainty. 
• Sample Space- The set of all possible outcomes for any random experiment. 
• Event- An event may be defined as a collection of outcomes (ie. Students passing QM1) 
• Probability- The chance of any given event (E) occurring P(E) with 0≤ P(E)≤1. 
• Mutually Exclusive- When the intersection of A and B is an empty set. ( 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 = 0) 

Relative Frequency” probability of an event (E): 
P(E)= The relative frequency (proportion) of occurrences of E if the random experiment is repeated indefinitely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategies to Answer Questions 

• Write out all known probabilities 
• Work out what you don’t know and manipulate the 

formula till you know everything on the right-hand 
side. 

For Example:  

(since P(T) is unknown) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

• By calculating the expected value of any probability distribution, you 

can work out whether such an action is worth pursuing at all. 

• Then by examining the standard deviation of this probability 

distribution, you can work out the “risk” of various options and thus weigh 

up each option for investment. 

• For example, in the table on the left, since the expected value of 

each scenario is the same, choosing the option with the least risk is logical. 

ie. The probabilities 

on the right cannot 

be calculated with 

just the marginal 

probs. 

Bivariate Probability Distributions 

If seeking to split money between 

two options, simply create a new probability distribution as on the left 

and above. 

• Such an option can reduce risk in an investment, as shown in the 

figures on the left. Note that the expected value doesn’t change but 

the risk lowers, which is a standard outcome. (portfolio 

diversification). More formally the following rule applies: 

Note that this rule 

certainly does not apply 

to variance and 

standard deviation. 

More useful to find 

correlation factor than 

covariance with descriptive 

stats. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using this addition rule we can set up 

equations to establish the minimum 

risk amount in splitting investments. 

 


